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We propose a new formulation to the sparse approximation problem
for the case of tight frames which allows to minimize the cost func-
tion using gradient descent. We obtain a generalized version of the
iterative hard thresholding (IHT) algorithm, which provides locally
optimal solutions. In addition, to avoid non-favorable minima we
use an annealing technique consisting of gradually de-smoothing a
previously smoothed version of the cost function. This results in de-
creasing the threshold through the iterations, as some authors have
already proposed as a heuristic. We have adapted and applied our
method to restore images having localized information losses, such
as missing pixels. We present high-performancein-paintingresults.

Index Terms— Sparse approximation,`0-norm minimization,
in-painting.

1. INTRODUCTION

Given an observed vector and a set of vectors defining a redundant
dictionary, the sparse approximation problem can be stated as mini-
mizing the vector’s approximation error using a linear combination
of a given number of vectors from the dictionary. This problem
seems to be very relevant for both living beings and artificial systems
that analyze and process stimuli. It very likely plays a role in ver-
bal communication, vision, and, in general, in tasks involving mixed
source identification and efficient coding/synthesis. Most degrada-
tion sources decrease the sparseness of the wavelet coefficients, and
thus we can compensate for part of the degradation by finding sparse
approximations to the observations (e.g., [1, 2]).

The exact solution to this problem requires a combinatorial search.
Some authors have explored more tractable variants. Greedy meth-
ods approximate the image by incrementally selecting those vectors
best describing the part not yet represented (e.g., [3, 4]). Also, if we
minimize the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients (`1-norm)
instead of the number of active vectors (`0-norm), then the optimiza-
tion problem becomes convex (e.g., [5, 6]). Finally, iterative algo-
rithms have been proposed, both for convex relaxation (as iterative
soft thresholding method, IST, e.g. [7, 8]) and using hard threshold-
ing, (iterative hard thresholding method, IHT, e.g. [9, 10]). They can
be improved by some heuristics, like using decreasing thresholds.

Here, we show that it is possible to conjugate classical opti-
mization methods with competitive results without using convex or
greedy approximations. We derive the IHT method through gradient
descent on a continuous cost function equivalent to that of the sparse
approximation problem. We then use a deterministic annealing-like
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technique, through a homotopy [11] to avoid non-favorable local
minima. We end up with a method already used as a heuristic (e.g., [9,
8]) but, up to our knowledge, we are first to propose a theoretically
justified derivation. We have already shown [12] outstanding energy
compaction performance of this method. Here we apply it to restora-
tion, obtaining high-performancein-paintingresults.

2. THE SPARSE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM

Let Φ be aN ×M matrix withM > N andrank(Φ) = N . Then,
for an imagex ∈ RN , the problemΦa = x has infinite solutions
in a ∈ RM . We look for compressible solutions, that is, vectors that
can be represented as a sum of one vector having a small proportion
of non-zero coefficients (sparse) plus a small correction vector. The
following optimization is a popular way to obtain these solutions:

â0(λ) = arg min
a
{‖a‖0 + λ‖Φa− x‖2

2}, (1)

where‖a‖0 means thè0-norm ofa, (number of non-zero elements)
andλ ∈ R∗ balances the accuracy vs. the sparseness of the solution.

3. A GRADIENT-DESCENT APPROACH

3.1. Alternative continuous formulation

Here we assume thatΦT is a Parseval frame, soΦΦT = I and,
thus,||ΦT x||2 = ||x||2, for all x ∈ RN . Under such condition, we
prove next that Eq. (1) can be re-written as:

(â, b̂) = arg min
a,b

{‖a‖0 + λ‖b− a‖2
2 s.t.Φb = x}. (2)

We show that̂a = â0(λ). Firstly we express Eq. (2) as:

â = arg min
a
{‖a‖0 + λ min

b
{‖b− a‖2

2 s.t.Φb = x}}.

For a givena, the solution to the inner minimization yields̃b(a) =
a + ΦT (Φa − x). Substituting in Eq. (2), and using the fact that
ΦT is a Parseval frame, we obtain:

â = arg min
a
{‖a‖0 + λ‖Φa− x‖2

2} = â0(λ).

�. Now, we re-write Eq. (2) as:

b̂ = arg min
b
{min

a
{‖a‖0 + λ‖b− a‖2

2} s.t.Φb = x}. (3)



We see that minimizing this cost function ina for a givenb can be
done by minimizing independently for each index. We express the
cost asc(a,b) =

∑M
i=1 c′(ai, bi), where:

c′(a, b) =

{
1 + λ(b− a)2, |a| > 0
λb2, |a| = 0.

It is easy to see that if the valuẽai(bi) minimizing c′(ai, bi) is
not zero, theñai(bi) = bi, andc′(ãi(bi), bi) = 1. If it is zero,
thenc′(ãi(bi), bi) = λb2

i . Thenc(ã(b),b) =
∑M

i=1 min(1, λb2
i ).

Given someλ value, we noteθ thebi value producing the same cost
in the `0 term as in thè 2 term, which holdsλθ2 = 1. Therefore
θ = λ−

1
2 , and we can write:

ãi(bi) =

{
bi, |bi| > θ
0, |bi| ≤ θ.

This is a hard-thresholding operation with thresholdθ, which we
noteã(b) = S0(b, θ). SubstitutingS0(b, θ) for a, in Eq. (3):

b̂ = arg min
b
{‖S0(b, θ)‖0 + λ‖b− S0(b, θ)‖2

2 s.t.Φb = x}.

This result can be expressed as:

b̂ = arg min
b
{C(b, θ) s.t.Φb = x}, (4)

â = S0(b̂, θ),

where:

C(b, θ) =

M∑
i=1

min

(
1,

(
bi

θ

)2
)

. (5)

3.2. Local minimization

The gradient1 of the unconstrained cost function of Eq. (5) is:

∇C(b, θ) =
2

θ2
(b− S0(b, θ)) .

In order to do gradient descent under the perfect reconstruction (PR)
constraint, we start from a vectorb(0) holding the constraint, and
project the gradient onto the corresponding PR affine subspace, which
yields∇PRC(b, θ) = (I−ΦT Φ)∇C(b, θ). This is the null com-
ponent of the gradient with respect toΦ, sob−α∇PRC(b, θ) will
provide PR, no matter whichα value we use. A necessary (and, in
our case, sufficient) condition for achieving a local minimum of the
constrained cost function is∇PRC(b∗, θ) = 0. This is the fixed
point of the gradient descent iterations:

b(k+1) = b(k) − 2αθ−2(I−ΦT Φ)
(
b(k) − S0(b

(k), θ)
)

.

The choiceα = θ2

2
minimizes for a single step descent the uncon-

strained cost function of Eq. (5), and it results in the IHT algorithm.
Recently, [10] has proved, in a parallel and independent work, con-
vergence of IHT to a local minimum of Eq. (1).

1The discontinuity forbi = θi does not cause problems in our methods.

Fig. 1. Fidelity-sparseness results of`0-GM, usingβ = 0.9 (circles,
150 iters.) andβ = 0.99 (solid, 1,500 iters.), w.r.t. IHT, using
several thresholds (dashed, 100,000 iters.). We used here the image
Houseand Kingsbury’s DT-CWT with8-scales.

3.3. Global minimization: a deterministic annealing

IHT is expensive in computational terms and requires a previous
knowledge ofλ. Besides that, it gets trapped into non-favourable
local optima. In this section we try to overcome these problems.
First note that the cost function in Eq. (5) can be written as:

C(b, θ) =

M∑
i=1

(1− h(bi/θ)),

whereh(x) = max(1− x2, 0). According to this, we can write:

b̂(θ) = arg max
b

C′(b, θ),

C′(b, θ) =

M∑
i=1

h(bi/θ) = M − C(b, θ).

It is easy to show thatC′(b, θ) ∝ Cδ(b)∗H(b/θ), whereH(b) =∏M
i=1 h(bi) is a smoothing kernel andCδ(b) =

∑M
i=1 δ(bi) is an

infinitely sharp function2. Thus, the role ofθ is to smooth a sharp
cost function: the higher the threshold, the smoother the cost, and,
thus, the easier is to find a favorable local optimum. Starting by the
highest possibleθ(0), we obtain a reliable optimum, and then we ob-
tainθ(k+1) slightly decreasingθ(k) (i.e., increaseλ(k)), finding new
optima for each step until reaching theλ reference value. We call
this method̀ 0-GM (from Gradual Minimization). A simplified ver-
sion of this consists of doing a single gradient descent step each time,
slowly increasingλ(k) at each iteration. This idea is closely related
to other schemes, such as GNC [14]. Alternatively [13] minimizes a
continuous function which gets closer and closer to the`0-norm.

Figure 1 shows the convergence trajectories of IHT for several
thresholds (dashed), and two trajectories (solid and circles) of the
exponential decay of the thresholdθ(k) = θ(0)βk for two different
β values. We usedα(k) = 1.85(θ(k))2/2. Note that`0-GM not
only greatly reduces the number of iterations w.r.t. IHT, but it also
provides significantly higher fidelity at each sparseness level.

2The proportionality factor is easy to compute, but irrelevant here.



4. APPLICATION TO IMAGE RESTORATION

Consider that our observation,y ∈ RN , has lost some localized
information. As a starting point, we assume that we can replicate,
from y, the associated degradation,fy(x). We defineR(y) as the
set of images consistent withy: R(y) = {x ∈ RN : fy(x) = y}.

4.1. Analysis-sense sparseness-based restoration

Usual Bayesian approaches to image restoration build image priors
reflecting the typical behavior of signals in many previous obser-
vations. But, whereas the responses to a signal of a set of linear
kernels (analysis coefficients) are directly observable, the synthesis
coefficients of an optimal sparse representation are not. Here we
differentiate between synthesis-sense sparseness (SsS) and analysis-
sense sparseness (AsS). The theoretical properties and the different
uses we can give to both concepts are addressed in [15]. Although
SsS methods are very powerful, AsS methods are easier to justify
from an empirical Bayesian perspective, because they use statistical
priors based on linear observations. Recently some authors have ob-
tained very positive results using AsS methods in image processing
(e.g. [8, 1]).

4.2. Estimation using`0-GM

Strict sparseness of analysis coefficients is, in general, not attain-
able. We consider instead that typical responses to natural images
are compressible. Thus, we model the linear response as a strictly
sparse vector representing the highest amplitude responses (a), plus
a small correction term (r). We look for:

(â, r̂) = arg min
a,r

{‖a‖0 + λ‖r‖2
2 s.t. (a + r) ∈ SA(y)}. (6)

HereSA(y) is the set of linear responses to images that are consis-
tent with the observation,SA(y) = {b ∈ RM : ∃x ∈ R(y),ΦT x =
b}. Usingb = a + r, we follow a completely parallel path to the
previous case and we end up with an expression depending only on
b, analogous to Eq. (4) but substituting the constraint set bySA(y).
Note that now the constraint set is no longer affine, in general, and,
thus, we have to consider its curvature by projecting the gradient
onto the constraint tangent hyperplane at every boundary pointb:

∇SA(y)C(b) = lim
ν→0

P⊥
SA(y)(ν∇C(b))

ν
,

whereP⊥
SA(y) is the orthogonal projector onSA(y). The gradient

descent method isb(k+1) = b(k) − α∇SA(y)C(b). In practice,
though, it is more convenient to use a simpler computation in the
estimation loop:

b(k+1) = P⊥
SA(y)

(
b(k) − α∇C(b)

)
,

which is equivalent to the previous one if the projection is linear.
Given thatΦT is a Parseval frame we can write the previous projec-
tion in terms of the constraint projection in the image domain:

P⊥
SA(y)(b) = ΦT P⊥

R(y) (Φb) .

Because of the similar structure of Eqs. (2) and (6), the same results
on global minimization strategies apply now. This means that signif-
icantly better restoration performance is achieved by using an expo-
nentially decaying threshold until reaching the desiredλ, than using
the fixed threshold corresponding to thatλ. We have experienced
(as in [8, 1]) that the optimal finalθ in our restoration applications is
usually close to zero. Thus, an arbitrarily small value can be used in
practice, avoiding, as a consequence, theλ selection problem.

5. APPLICATION TO IN-PAINTING

To estimate missing pixels is a common problem when dealing with
digital images. Here we compare the performance of our method
with two other ones:EM-inpainting[1], based on convex relaxation
of the sparseness condition, andFast-inpainting[16], a simple but
effective PDE-based method. Given a set of indices,I, extracted
from {1, ..., N}, and giveny = fy(x), where allyi with i ∈ I
holds thatyi = xi, we define the consistency set,RI(y), as:

RI(y) = {x ∈ RN : ∀i ∈ I, xi = yi}.

Given an imagex ∈ RN and aN × N diagonal matrixD, where
each elementdii is 1 if i ∈ I and0 otherwise, the orthogonal pro-
jection ontoRI(y) results inP⊥

RI (y)(x) = Dy + (I−D)x, where
I is theN ×N identity matrix.

We have downloaded3 our test images and theEM-inpainting
results fromhttp://www.greyc.ensicaen.fr/∼jfadili . For a fair com-
parison, we have forced the estimations to have the same observed
pixel values in the three methods. In our implementation ofFast-
inpainting, iterations end when the mean square difference of the es-
timation w.r.t. the previous one is less than10−3. Regarding̀ 0-GM,
we get a good compromise between performance and computational
cost by usingβ = 0.8, α = θ2

2
. We stop the iterations when the

threshold is below0.1. To compare images, we use Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR), expressed as10 · log10(2552/MSE), where
MSE is the Mean Square Error.

Top-left panel of Figure 2 is a simulated observation. Top-right
panel corresponds to the result obtained usingFast-inpainting(32.71
dB), and bottom-left toEM-inpainting(34.14 dB). Last panel is the
`0-GM result using6-scales Cand̀es’ Curvelets (which is a Parseval
frame) (34.92 dB). Note that̀ 0-GM provides also the best visual
performance. Figure 3 shows the case of a real degraded photo. Re-
sults have been arranged same as before. The downloaded image
was deformed, so we have applied a1.4 scale factor to the vertical
axis. Here,̀ 0-GM uses6-scales Curvelets combined with LDCT.
We can see again that`0-GM visually outperforms its competitors.

Times per iteration forEM-inpaintingand`0-GM are very sim-
ilar (≈ 3 s. for256× 256 images), but ours makes less iterations on
average (40 vs. 100). Fast-inpaintingtakes around0.5 s. per image.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to find equivalent formulations to the original sparse
approximation problem for the tight frame case, allowing the use of
standard optimization techniques, like gradient descent. This result
is against the common belief that only convex relaxation or heuristi-
cal approaches make the sparse approximation problem tractable (in
theory and practice). We have proposed an original formal derivation
of a previous heuristical algorithm, based on iterative hard threshold-
ing (IHT) with decreasing thresholds. Firstly, we have re-expressed
the sparse approximation problem using a continuous cost function
under an affine constraint. Then, we have done gradient descent on
it, deriving so IHT, and we have demonstrated that its fixed point cor-
responds to a local minimum. Next, we have re-written the new func-
tion as an infinitely sharp cost function convolved with a smoothing
kernel, which has allowed us to use a deterministic annealing-like
approach to justify the use of decreasing thresholds. We have shown
that an analogous derivation can be used for restoring images whose
degradation function can be identified from the observation, and we
have applied it toin-paintingwith great success.

3We thank J. Fadili for making available their source code and images.



Fig. 2. Top-left, 120 × 120 cropped degradedBarbara (24.19
dB). Top-right , Fast-inpainting (32.71 dB). Bottom - left, EM-
inpainting (Curvelets + Local-DCT,34.14 dB). Bottom-right , `0-
GM (6-scales Curvelets,34.92 dB).

Fig. 3. Top-left, 100 × 100 croppedGirls image.Top-right , Fast-
inpainting. Bottom-left, EM-inpainting(Curvelets).Bottom-right ,
`0-GM (6-scales Curvelets + LDCT, block size32× 32).
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